
 

 

Update on migrants issues (Hungary)

The Hungarian prime minister and the government continues the EU

against the qouta about immigrants. They want to stop the immigration, because it’s 

dangerous according to them, because the immigrants from Asia and North

able to assimilate, so they means danger for our culture. Nowadays the Hungarian media 

doesn’t make a difference between economic immigrants and refugees. Moreover, they 

often identify immigrants as terrorists. So now they try to make every necess

arrangements to protect ourselves from a terror attack. Now it’s becoming a more and more 

important question because of the elections in April. Today the biggest “enemy" of the state 

is György Soros, a Hungarian businessman, one of the most influential

The media started the publicity campaign against him last September. According to them 

Soros gives financial support to the opposite parties in Hungary, the EU, and even the UN. 

We could see him on big posters on the streets, what wer

destroy the fence on the Serbian

to protect the country from the illegal immigrants, and he also wants to settle over 1 million 

immigrants to Hungary every year. Despite of 

Hungary. However, most of them have gone away to Germany. So I think, we can’t feel these 

dangerous effects of the immigrants issue what the Hungarian media is talking about, but 

these politics against the imm

accidents in the last few months, when the scared people call the police, because they 

thought that the Arabian tourists are terrorists.
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